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INTRODUCTION 

The influence of processes of innovation and technical change on economic 
growth is unquestioned by most economists and economic historians. 
However, the analysis of the forces and mechanisms that connected them 
has been a major topic of debate and controversy in the specialized litera
ture. Hence, in several of the first and most well-known theoretical 
constructs in this respect, such as those of Schumpeter or Kuznets, the 
variations in growth cycles were explained as a function of the changes in 
the adoption and diffusion of innovations.1 From this vantage point, 
inventive activity became fundamentally a problem of supply, which, upon 
its introduction in the processes of production on the part of restless 
entrepreneurs, led to 'c!usters' of innovations and towards industrial 
expansiono From the opposite perspective, at the beginning of the 1960s, 
J. Schmookler formulated the idea that it was the demand for technical 
solutions in the growing production sectors that was the ultimate origin of 
the processes of invention and innovation, and sparked the debate within 
the framework of economic rationality. In order to do that, Schmookler 
attempted to demonstrate how inventions measured by patents followed 
production in certain American industries.2 Later, other researchers, such 
as N. Rosenberg, or evenJ. Mokyr, attempted to reconcile both questions, 
since, without denying the role of demand in influencing the rhythm and 
direction of the invention and innovation processes, they pointed out that 
this was produced within the limits of scientific and technological supply, 
which did not advance equally in all disciplines. 3 

These three main lines of theoretical argument have obviously been 
studied, detailed and developed by many other authors who have 
contributed to enriching, diversifying and endogenizing the debate. 4 Each 
in their own way has shed light upon the systems of interaction between 
technical change and economic growth, and collectively, have reinforced 
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the idea of the existence of complex links, processes of feedback 
and institutional conditioning in the complicated relationship between 
technology and economy. Especially among historians, mid- and long
term reflections on technological change and economic growth have 
occupied thousands of pages not easily summed up; from general works5 

to approximations focused on concrete processes of national moderniza
tion, not to mention the numerous examples of sectorial or regional 
studies in which the analysis of technology takes a prominent place. These 
types of studies of an historical nature have allowed an in-depth debate.6 

But, in general, what we would like to point out here is that most of 
this historie research - centred on mid- and long-term analysis - on the 
processes of invention, innovation, technological change and economic 
growth has had two common denominators: a) interest in models of 
economically more developed pioneering countries or followers and b) 
the" use of series of patents as a technological indicator. 

With respect to the first focus, beyond pointing out that research on 
technological change and growth has been centred on the leading capital
ist countries, we would like to emphasize the lack of studies on under
developed countries, those latecomers, a study ofwhich would allow us to 
follow their development and the characteristics of their systems of innova
tion, what type of institutional changes they experienced and how these 
influenced the processes of modernization and growth (whether or not 
they experienced stages similar to their predecessors). Thereby we might 
uncover what the analysis of undeveloped systems adds to the previous 
debate on the relationship between technology and economic develop
ment. With respect to the second point - the use of patents - it appears to 
be obvious that in the absence of real data, sufficiently broken down, on 
inventive and innovative activity in different economies, it has been 
necessary to fall back on indirect indicators; that is, with the impossibility 
of measuring all technologies and organizational changes incorporated in 
the production process, as well as other questions related to the training 
of human capital and know-how, most researchers have used the informa
tion contained in patents as a substitute, although other systems have also 
appeared - in general much more limited and imperfect - based on the 
analysis of R & D expenditures,7 of changes in productivity,8 of scÍentific 
publications9 or even of international industrial expositions1o• 

In fact, the object of this study is lo use documentation on patents as a 
partial technology indicator, and, aboye all , as an investment indicator in 
new technologies ll in order to analyse the formation, evolution and 
characterization of the Spanish technological system during the 
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. From our point 
of view, ceteris paribus, the decision to patent is based on the intuitive 
expectation of profits with the new technology - which is influenced both 
by economic growth itself and by marketing possibilities, as well as by 
institutional questions, such as the real possibility of enforcing the patent 
monopolyl2 - and the cost of obtaining the monopoly - in monetary and 
institutional terms (the existence of required exams or the necessity of 
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implementation, etc.). In general, as occurs in other types of capital 
investments, success is determined by multiple circumstances, which does 
not invalidate the possibility of studying the intensity and direction of 
investment activity. To accomplish that, we will attempt to a) characterize 
and analyse the Spanish institutional environment related to industrial 
property to measure the degree to which it supported innovative activity; 
b) explain the evolution of registries throughout the ninetheenth century 
and discover the degree of foreign presence in the system; c) analyse the 
patents solicited by residents in Spanish territory to see whether their 
geographic distribution over time is related to the formation and integra
tion of the national market; d) study the presence of firms in the system 
and what socio-professional activities the applicants were engaged in , 
which could help determine the degree of complexity of technology in 
Spain; e) describe how the investment processes in t¡;chnologies were 
distributed within the economic structure of the country to discover in 
which sectors innovative activity was concentrated and if it coincided with 
what we know about the Spanish industrialization process; and finally, 
f) study the obligatory exploitation of patents and the duration of 
monopolies, to attempt to uncover data on the real effectiveness of the 
system in inducing innovation and the forces which brought this about. 

To achieve this, the research method used has been fundamental , 
avoiding indirect sources and centring on original documentation - that 
is, on administration files and descriptive reports deposited in the Spanish 
Patent and Trademarks Office (OEPM) - we were able to carry out a 
serious criticism of sources, which helped us to bring to light and 
understand the system 's functioning. Among other things, it was 
fundamental in order to access various data on applicants, the-transfer of 
rights, sorne lawsuits, reasons for patent expiration, renewals, fees, and 
above all , the approval of obligatory implementation of patents, which 
occasionally offers information on the establishment of factories, 
workshops and other locations designed to exploit the invention. AlI told, 
throughout the last decade we have studied approximately 48,000 files 
(including sorne royal privileges from the 'Ancien-Regime') which cover 
the period 1770-1907. Such a research task would have been considered 
as being quite out of the question without the founding of a Convention 
in 1999 between the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and the OEPM, 
where the task of cataloguing and research is carried OUt.13 

THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT 

As with other European absolute monarchies, throughout the modern 
age , royal privileges were granted arbitrarily to inventors and innovators of 
new technologies, but contrary to that of England and France,14 in Spain 
there was never a general law regarding this point. The first documented 
reference to those privileges goes back to 1478, during the reign ofIsabel, 
the Catholic monarch, with special interest regarding those granted 
during the sixteenth and the turn of the seventeenth century.15 Those 
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privileges, together with monetary rewards, government posts or 
assistance, continued to be the only system to motivate invention and 
innovation up until the eighteenth century, with Spain heavily regulated 
both socially and economically, impeding private appropriation and 
market development. We would have to wait until the final disaster of the 
'Ancien Regime' to witness the birth of modern regulations concerning 
industrial property, which, together with additional economic legislation 
and institutional changes, allowed the birth of capitalism, and was the 
direct heir of the process of liberal revolution. The first Patent Law was 
decreed in 1811 by the 'French' government ofJoseph Bonaparte,16 after 
the Napoleonic invasion, and as could be expected, it was practically a 
copy of the French Revolution Decree of 1791,17 although it barely left any 

Table 1 Patent legislation in Spain, nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

LAW Preliminary 
examination 

1811 No previous technical 
or nove1ty examination 

1820 As in 1811 

1826 As in 1811 

1878 As in 1811 

1902 As in 1811 

1929 As in 1811 

1986 Technical exantination 
and novelty 
registration 

Pa/ents 01 
introductio1l 

Yes, ror 5 years (it is not 
specified ir it can or not 
prevent importations) 

Yes, ror 5 years without 
ability to prevent 

importations 

As in 1820 

As in 1820 

As in 1820 

Yes, ror 10 years without 
ability to prevent 

importations 

No 

Source:J.P. Sáiz González (1996). 

Maximum 
patens dura/ion 

15 years 

\O years 

15 years 

20 years 

20 years 

20 years 

20 years 
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Priori/y rights /0 
loreign patents 

No 

No 

No 

Yes, limited to 2 years 
but penalized until 

1883 

Yes, limited to I year 
according to 

international agreements 

As in 1902 

As in 1902 
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mark during the War of Independenee. After the brief interlude high
lighted by the retum of Ferdinand VII as absolute monareh, there was a 
renovated attempt -'o during the Liberal Triennial and seeond aet of the 
bourgeois revolution - to organize property rights of inventions through 
the passing of the Deeree of 2 Oetober 1820, whieh, though clearly of 
Freneh inspiration, was in faet domestie legislation. 18 Under its auspiees 
the first few patents were granted, remaining in effeet at least until 1823 
(although some grants were still valid after Ferdinand Vll's retum to the 
throne) and it was substituted by the Royal Deeree of 26 Mareh 1826.19 

This new law introdueed modifieations in the text whieh did not alter the 
spirit of the previous one, beeoming, with very few ehanges, the basis of the 
system for the next 50 years. The next legislature landmarks were the Law 
of 30 June 1878,20 during the Bourbon Restoration; the Law of 16 May 

Additions Imp/ementation in Total patent Penalties to infringements 
to patents national territar¡ fees (cuTTent prices) and jurisdiction 

Yes, but without priority Yes, befo re 2 years Unknown Confiseati on and penal ty from 
to the original patentee 18 to 36€; damages in 

ordinary eourts 

As in 1811 Yes, before 2 years Advanee payment; Penalty of 4 times the 
invention 3€ estimated damage; 

introduetion 1.5€ jurisdietion in 
ordinary courls (civil) 

No Yes, before 1 year Advanee payment; Confiseation and penalty of 
invention 5 years 1.5€ 3 times the damage; 

invention l O years 4.5€ jurisdiction: Executive until 
invention 15 years 9€ 1848, when it passed to 

introduetion 4.5€ ordinary eourls (civil) 

Yes, ,vith total Yes, before 2 years Annual payme nt; Confiseatio n (or 
preferenee to original first year: 0.06€ indemnifieati on) and 

patentee total 5 years: 0 .9€ penalty from 12 to 24€ or 
total lO years: 3.31 € imprisonment; damages in 
total 15 years: 7.21€ ordinary eourts (civil or 

total 20 years: 12.62€ criminal ) 

As in 1878 Yes, before 3 years As in 1878 As in 1878 

As in 1878 Yes, before 3 years Annual payment; sinee 1924: Confiseation (or 

first year 0.06€ indemnifieation) , 
total 5 years: 1.05€ imprisonment from 6 to 24 
total lO years: 4.66€ months and penalty from 6 

total 15 years: 12.47€ to 30€; damages in 
to tal 20 years: 23 .29€ ordinary eourts (civil or 

criminal) 

As in 1878 No. Exploitation before 4 Annual payment; Confiseation (or 

years in any eou ntry first 2 years: 562.3€ indemnification) , 
intoWIO total 5 years: 651.83€ responsibility and damages 

total lO years: 1,211.46€ in ordinary courts (civil or 
total 15 years: 2,484.70€ criminal) 
total 20 years: 4,747.09€ 
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1902;21 the Royal Decree of 26 July 1929,22 during the Primo de Rivera 
dictatorship; and the 11 / 1986 Law of 20 March, in the more recent period 
of democratic normalization;23 al! of which has expanded, complicated 
and adapted industrial property protection over time, although, at least 
until Spain's entrance in the European Union, the basic structure of the 
system has remained practical!y intact.24 

So, for example, since 1826, any person or entity, Spanish or foreign, 
had the right to register patents to protect al! types of mechanisms, 
procedures or products (although the earliest laws did not specify the 
latter), except, in general, scientific discoveries or marketing ideas which 
were not converted into practical applications, natural products and -
during the entire nineteenth and part of the twentieth century - medica
tions. They were never used to monopolize commercial activity (although 
between 1826 and 1878 they continued to be caBed 'privileges') and the 
property rights could be transferred without restrictions as with any other 
property. As seen in Table 1, until 1986, we must point out the absence of 
preliminary technical examination or novelty registration, the possibility 
of obtaining 'patents of introduction' without being the original inventor 
and without the protected object being a novelty (as long as it was 
unknown in Spain) and the obligation of implementing or exploiting the 
patent within Spanish territory in a period of 1-3 years. On the other 
hand, from 1878 on, the owner of the patent could make small additions 
without having to apply for a new one (as was the case previous to this 
date) and sin~e the signing of the Paris Convention of 1883 for the protec
tion of industrial property, previously existing foreign patents have had 
priority rights, within the time-limits of the agreements. However, priority 
rights did not eliminate the possibility that with the expiration of the 
allotted time, anyone could apply for a patent of introduction, although 
never for more than five years' duration. Patents of invention, however, 
had a maximum time-limit of 15 years before 1878 (except that prescribed 
by the Law of 1820) and of 20 years after that date, being extremely costly 
- for the maximum time period - throughout the nineteenth a,nd the first 
half of the twentieth century, since it was superior to the annual wage of a 
qualified worker.25 However, in practice, it was before 1878 when they were 
really expensive, since the registration fees had to be paid in advance. 
After that date a system ofprogressive annual quotas was introduced which 
supposed an enormous saving in protection rights, since only the first-year 
fees were necessary to make it effective, although the total amount paid to 
maintain its validity could be equal to or more than in the previous system 
if it was renewed during the entire allotted time. 

The Spanish patent system, therefore, was based on (and was the direct 
heir of) the first French tradition and, in general, of fóllower and 
latecomer countries whose governments attempted to develop processes 
of innovation, modernization and economic growth over and aboye 
intellectual property rights. Moreover, in Spain, these characteristics 
dating from the nineteenth century were reinforced until well into the 
twentieth century with a c1ear strategy of supporting industrial develop-
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ment. So, on the one hand, a system was constructed to protect national or 
foreign inventions, and offered fairly long grace periods, c1early defined 
jurisprudence and fines for frauds committed, which reinforced the 
strength of the patent;26 but, on the other hand, as we have just explained, 
there were no filters applied to the granting process (beyond administra
tive requirements), priority rights for previously existing patents were 
nonexistent or extremely limited, the introduction of technology was 
permitted - although with a time-limit, and without impeding the sale of 
the same product if it were imported - and it was obligatory to exploit the 
patent within national territory, alI of which weakened its force. Here we 
see c1early an intermediate system where, if the original inventor did not 
register his advances or the patent did not guarantee factory production of 
the protected product in Spain, anyone could easily apply for a monopoly 
for the same product, as long as it was implemented domesticalIy, and 
therefore promoted technical innovation and diffusion. A system which at 
the same time offered a certain security, left the door open to imitations 
and copies, which, probably, was more positive than negative for a scientif
icalIy and technologicalIy underdeveloped country that was attempting 
to catch the last train towards industrialization. We must consider, 
moreover, that befo re 1870, we were stilI in a world of scarce integration of 
technological markets and that between 1880 and 1930, nationalist and 
protectionist economies were stilI the order of the day. It is within this 
context that, starting with a strong technological and scientific disadvan
tage, the Spanish institutional environment adopted a hybrid position, 
which served both to protect the investments of foreign inventors or 
manufacturers as well as to permit and promote national entrepreneurial 
projects based on foreign technological introductions. This strategy was 
not new and in sorne countries was taken to radical extremes, such as in 
Switzerland or Holland, where patent laws either did not exist or were 
abolished for most of the nineteenth century while they were becoming 
industrialized. In Spain, an enormous problem was the constant increase 
in foreign technological and scientific dependency, while domestic 
investigation and development was declining; although it began to take 
place between 1920 and 1930, it was truncated by the Civil War and the 
Franco regime, and even today is still an unfinished task of the Spanish 
economy. In spite of this, and practically without its own scientific and 
technological development, Spain has managed to join the exclusive club 
of developed nations. 

EVOLUTION OF REGISTRIES ANO BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
SYSTEM: STRONG TECHNOLOGICAL OEPENOENCE 

FirstIy, we must contrast, after anaIysing the data on Spanish patents, the 
number of applications during the period studied with those of the more 
developed surrounding countries. Both in absolute terms and in patents per 
capita, Spain falls welI below the European average so, for example, the mean 
of annual registration between 1826 and 1907 was 6.5 per cent of those in 
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England during the same period, 9.7 per cent of France's, 
9.5 per cent of those in Germany and 3.6 per cent of the USA average. If these 
same calculations are made only for patents per capita, the results vary slightly 
but continue to indicate the existence of an enormous gap: Spain represents 
barely 12 per cent, compared to England or the USA, 20 per cent of that of 
France, and 28 per cent of Germany's percentage.27 In absolute figures, 
Spanish patent series were also bested throughout the period by 
Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Italy and Canada, with levt:ls similar to much 
smaller and less-densely populated countries (such as Holland,28 Sweden or 
Denmark) and only superior to Norway, Finland, Russia or Portugal. In per 
capita patents, Spain bested the last three countries, not far from Italy or even 
Austria before 1890, but separated from all other countries by a very wide gap. 

Graph 1 National and foreign patent applications: Spain 1820-1907 

10.000 

1.000 

100 

10 

1826 1830 1835 1840 1845 1850 1855 1860 1865 1870 1875 1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1907 

~ Do mestic --- Fo reign -- Total 

Source: Gaceta de Madrid for privileges from 1820 to 1826. Between 1826 and 1907: 
Original documents of patents at the Oficina Española de Patentes y Marcas (OEPM) . 

Aside from the numerical distance with respect to other countries, which 
reveals the narrowness of the Spanish market and the relative under
development of processes of technological innovation, it is interesting to 
observe the annual registration over time. At the end of the 'Ancien 
Regime', many more awards (cash, government posts, development aid, 
and so on) than privileges were applied for; we could hardly find 50 
privileges between 1770 and 1800 and between 1816 and 1820. This is only 
a sample, since there are no centralized archives, but we believe it is signif
icant in order to study the protection difficulties encountered by the few 
entrepreneurs and innovators of the periodo It was after the institutional 
changes induced by the liberal patent legislation of 1820 and the Decree 
of 1826 that the system began to possess continuity. However, as can be 
seen in Graph 1, at the beginning there were stiB very few patents granted 
due to the political and social instability of the country, while the middle
class revolution and the Carlist insurrections were still ahead. The first 
important impulse in patent applications took place between 1845 and 
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1864, two more stable and politically moderate decades (except for the 
'Bienio Progresista' between 1854 and 1856 in which the foundations for 
railways and banking were established) and in an early economic growth 
symbolized by the construction of a railway system and the expansion of 
industrial activity. The financial crisis of 1864 and the revolutionary events 
of 1868, which led to Queen Isabel JI's exile, once again upset the Spanish 
political and economic balance during the following years, which had an 
immediate repercussion on the number of patents solicited. This indicates 
what a critical moment it was, in which the cantonalist and Carlist 
rebellions, the changing provisional governments and the establishment 
of the First Republic had very negative economic consequences, which 
were not overcome until Alphonse XJI's restoration in 1874-5. From that 
moment on, and until the end of the period studied, stability reigned, 
launching the 'peaceful pendulum' of the conservative and liberal parties 
alternating in power and the consolidation of the capitalist system in 
Spain. Legal reforms followed, inc1uding the Patent Law of 1878, and the 
economic situation improved, progressively increasing agricultural 
productivity and mining activity and consolidating industrial areas: 
Catalonia, the Basque Country, Madrid and Valencia. Due to the preced
ing and, likely, to lower patent fees, there was a sudden and continuous 
increase in applications throughout the following decades. 

Graph 1 also analyses the different patenting behaviour of nationals 
and foreigners. As seen, before 1845 the system was used more by 
Spaniards, because the political instability already described and the lack 
of economic possibilities did not facilitate foreign investment. However, 
between 1845 and 1878, the number of national ánd foreign patents 
evened out, which probably indicated an improvement in legal guarantees 
and the industrial situation which attracted the first European investors 
towards basic sectors such as railways or mining. This tendency was 
accentuated by the legal reform of 1878, which provoked an immediate 
increase in the percentage of foreign patents over national ones. 
Undoubtedly the offer of priority rights, the possibility of making 
additions, and, above all, the cheapening of registration fees greatly 
influenced the influx of foreign inventors and entrepreneurs. Hence, as 
seen in Table 1, the requirement to satisfy the fees at once at the moment 
of registration made the procurement of a patent 150 times more costly 
than the same action after 1878.29 At any rate, after the institutional 
changes, the continuing increase in foreign patents must be explained by 
other factors, such as the increase in business possibilities in the Spanish 
economy (which, without a doubt, national applicants were al so respond
ing to) and, largely, by the tremendous technological expansion by 
developing countries during the second industrial revolution, which 
increased the supply of new products and new ways of doing things. It was 
the moment of the proliferation of corporate patents, international 
agreements on industrial property and a progressive integration of techno
logical markets which 'provoked an ever-greater profusion of multiple 
patents which guaranteed wider geographical protection. 
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Table 2 Patent types and applicants' nationality: Spain 1770-1907 

Spanish Spanish Foreign Foreign Presenee of Patents 
patents of patents of patents of patents of foreign 
invention introduetion invention introduetion teehnology 

(a) (b) (e) (d) (b + e + d) 

% % % % % 
1770-1826 55.7 19.0 19.0 6.3 44.3 79 
1826-1850 35.1 28.9 17.3 18.8 64.9 890 
1851-1878 35.8 9.9 46.7 7.5 64.2 4,244 
1878-1907 32.3 8.2 55.7 3.9 67.7 42,312 

Source: Archivo Histórico Nacional (AHN, Sección Fomento) and Gaceta de Madrid for 
privileges from 1770 to 1826. Between 1826 and 1907: Original documents of patents at 
the OEPM. 

The widespread participation of foreign inventors and entrepreneurs in 
the patent system was one of the basic characteristics of the Spanish model, 
in which there was an even greater foreign technological presence than 
the statistics indicate. As seen in Table 2, if we add the number of patents 
applied for by foreigners to the number of Spanish patents of introduction 
(which are necessarily based on foreign technological developments), the 
result is that more than 67 per cent of the patents registered from the end 
of the eighteenth century to 1907 are based on foreign inventions. Upon 
breaking down these data into periods, we see that in the sample of 79 
privileges and patents granted between 1770 and 1826, the degree of 
foreign technological presence (b+c+d) is almost 45 per cent, although 
Spanish applicants predominate. It is not surprising that there was a lesser 
participation of foreign citizens during a period of international conflict 
and with Spain experiencing a social, economic, political, military and 
colonial crisis. In general, as shown, during the first half of the nineteenth 
century, the use of the Spanish patent system by foreigners was lesser than 
in the second half; however, due to the proliferation of Spaniards who 
used the introduction patent, we can see that from 1826 on, foreign 
technological presence increased, stabilizing at 65 per cent. Between 1826 
and 1850 there were also many foreign introduction patents, mainly 
French (many of them Spanish residents), which were used to protect 
third-party technologies, taking advantage of business opportunities in the 
Spanish market. But in the remainder of the period studied (1851-1907) 
the percentage of patents of introduction compared to patents of 
invention decreased drastically, both among Spaniards and foreigners, 
while at the same time foreign invention patents increased, more than 
likely because, increasingly, the inventors and entrepreneurs who had 
originally developed the innovations registered them simultaneously in 
several countries if there was any expectation of profit. This tendency 
increased between 1878 and 1907, in which foreign technological 
presence rose to 68 per cent, due, basically, to patents of invention 
solicited from abroad, to which we must add the 8 per cent of introduction 
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patents solicited by Spanish nationals. Therefore, the patent system and, in 
general, the Spanish technological system manifested, throughout the 
period, a clear depehdence on foreign scientific and technological 
advances, which continued to increase over time. 

Finally, we must point out that when the nationalities of the applicants 
of Spanish patents are studied, we discover a predominan ce of French 
manufacturers and entrepreneurs, followed by British, German and 
American applicants. Before 1878 this tendency was overwhelming, with 
France making up a total of 31 per cent of all patents, which demonstrates 
the French interest in investing in new technologies in the Spanish 
marketplace. The British followed with more than 9 per cent, Americans 
with 2.2 per cent and Germans with l.6 per cent.30 However, in the final 
quarter of the nineteenth century this tendency changed: the participa
tion ofFrance dropped to 17 per cent, that ofEngland stabilized at around 
10 per cent, and Germany and the USA increased to over 10 per cent each, 
corroborating the international competition of these two economies, 
during their technological and industrial expansion.3! Generally, this 
distribution of nationalities with respect to foreign patents coincides 
perfectly with studies on foreign capital investments in Spain during the 
same period, which strongly suggests that patents can be used as valid 
indicators of investment in new technologies.32 

APPLICANTS' RESIDENCE AND REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PATENTS 

Another interesting aspect of the Spanish patent system which deserves 
analysis is the applicants' place of residence, vital to the understanding of 
geographical distribution of innovative activity in Spain and of the foreign 
inventors' and entrepreneurs' contact with the real economy of the 
country. As seen in Table 3, between 1770 and 1878 residents in Spain at 
the moment of application predominated (although this percentage 
diminished gradually throughout the period), while between 1878 and 
1907 the situation was reversed; foreign non-residents outnumbered 
Spanish residents. In any case, these figures indicate that, during the 
period analysed, a sizable portion of foreigners who applied for protection 
did it while living in Spain: more than half of all foreign applicants before 
1850, practically one quarter between 1851 and 1878, and somewhat less 
than 4 per cent between 1878 and 1907 (from the relationship between 
columns b and c ofTable 3). Therefore, it seems very clear that before the 
Restoration - during the beginning of the economic modernization 
process in Spain - a large part of the transfer of foreign technological 
information was produced through the immigration of qualified labour, 
which we know was vital to the development of many sectors such as 
railways, mining or basic metals; however, during the last quarter of the 
nineteenth century and the first few years of the twentieth century a 
radical change took place, caused by the massive arrival offoreign applica
tions 'from abroad', which once again indicates the institutional changes 
brought about by the Law of 1878, the acceleration of innovations during 
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the second industrial revolution and the process of the internationaliza
tion of the patent systems as the origin of the later tendencies of patent 
registration in the Spanish market. Undoubtedly, within 'any period, most 
foreign residents in Spain who used the industrial property system had a 
direct interest in the productive activity of the country. Arnong these, 
French technicians and entrepreneurs stand out, followed by British, 
German, Italian, Belgian and Swiss citizens,33 which not only falls in with 
historical knowledge of foreign firms and investments in Spain during the 
nineteenth century, but will also require, in the future, that researchers 
pay special attention to the role played by the mobility of European capital 
and labour in the process of Spanish industrialization. 

Table 3 Patent applicants ' residen ce: Spain 1770-1907 

Spanish Foreign Total 
residents residents residents 

(a) (b) (a + b) 

% % % 
1770-1826 80.8 1l.0 91.8 
1826-1850 63.4 20.9 84.3 
1851-1878 45.5 14.5 59.9 
1878-1907 40.2 2.3 42.4 

Non-residents 

(e) 

% 
8.2 

15.7 
40.1 
57.6 

Patents 

73* 
875* 

4,231 * 
41,711* 

* Calculations were made based on 98.7 per cent of patents. The remainder gave 
• no place of residence. 

SOUlU : See Table 2. 

Once we separate patents solicited from abroad from those solicited by 
either foreign or Spanish residents, we can distribute these last two accord
ing to geographical locations within Spain for the periods studied, to 
attempt to darify sorne of the questions we raised at the beginning of this 
work. If, as we have suggested, patents are a valid indicator of investment 
in new technologies, the increase in their use in national territory would 
depend, as with any other investment activity, on two fundamental 
questions: a) the existence of reasonable expectation of profit, which 
would, directly or indirectly, be a function of the degree of market 
development and integration and population and income growth and b) 
the availability of previously accumulated capital. Before 1850 neither of 
these two factors were present in Spain. There barely had be en an initial 
process of economic modernization focused on the Catalonian cotton 
sector, sorne mining and basic metals activity in Andalusia and the Basque 
Country, and geographically dispersed production of basic consumer 
goods, with sorne concentration in urban markets such as Madrid and 
sorne areas of the east coast. The railway system had not yet been laid 
down, ordinal)' roads were very poor, there were no canals or rivers to be 
navigated, and the most efficient means of transport was by coastal trading, 
which made for a fragmented and scarcely integrated national market. 
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Moreover, the basis of construction and expansion of the Spanish financial 
system was not ye t in place and difficulties in obtaining credit and capital 
was a serious problem .. 

Figure 1 Regional distribution of resident patents: Spain 1770-1907 (one point 
per patent*) 

\ 

* Patents registe red by residents in American colonies, Ceuta, Melilla and the 
Canary Isles are not counted. 

SOUTCe: See Table 2. 

In the contextjust described, the scarcity ofpatents was general during the 
first half of the nineteenth century, although the ones solicited, as seen in 
the first two maps in Figure 1, tended to be grouped around Madrid and 
major ports, especially in Catalonia and .Andalucia, but also in Valencia 
and sorne northern ports. That is, those zones with sorne possibility of 
communication, in which the market was slowly becoming integrated, 
which brought together the first modem industries and had begun to 
accumulate mercantile capital in previous periods. Such traditional zones 
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as Barcelona, Bilbao, Valencia and southern cities such as Cadiz and Seville 
(with its important role in American commerce in previous centuries) 
were the places of residence of many of those who patented new technolo
gies. Madrid was the court, the administrative centre and the headquarters 
of industrial property management, which undoubtedly influenced its 
place as the region with a greater number of patents, but we must not 
forget that it was also the starting point of a radial system of roads, an 
important market of goods and services, and a centre of financial and 
bourse activity, with a constant flow of capital. 

The maps in Figure 1 corresponding to the second half of the 
nineteenth century and the first few years of the twentieth century, 
demonstrate the process of progressive concentration of patents in 
Catalonia, Madrid (constantly losing relative weight), the Basque Country, 
Valencia, Cantabria, Asturias, Murcia and Andalucia, that is, in the better
connected regions, with greater access to capital, with a constant increase 
in industrialization and the highest concentration of population, which is 
a faithful reflection of market integration. Between 1855 and 1870 the 
basic structure of the railway system was established following the radial 
structure of the ordinary roads which joined Madrid to the major ports, 
this process being finished by the turn of the century;34 also, during the 
same period, especially after 1876, pon infrastructures were improved and 
expanded, and the merchant fleet was renewed;35 moreover, after 1855, 
Spanish mixed banking, and the expansion of financial intermediary 
groups - commercial banks and industrial credit unions - which operated 
in Madrid and the main coastal cities36 was established. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the bulk of patents continued to be solicited in the same 
regions; that is, in the are as where the process of market development and 
modern economic expansion had begun - and was maturing - and where 
large-scale manufacturing and financial economies were developing, 
which influenced the later founding of major industries and the attraction 
of greater population and capital. Obviously, the general improvement in 
transpon and industrial activity also generated patent applications from 
inland areas such as Castille and Aragon, which previously were largely 
unrepresented, increasing especially in the northern half of tl1e peninsula 
during the Restoration. But, in any case, the density of the railway and 
banking networks was deficient outside the main spokes which led from 
the central hub to the port cities; so, except in Madrid - crossroads for all 
railway lines, and also a city of industrial development at the end of the 
nineteenth century, and, aboye all, of construction and service activities -
inland, agriculture and processing of raw materials predominated, with 
little innovation. AlI this coincides with K. Sokoloff's original theory of the 
influence of market development and the proximity of communication 
lines on inventive and innovative expansion in the USA,37 which seems, 
also, to be applicable to Spain's case. 
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LEGAL STATUS AND SOCIO-PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITI OF APPLICANTS 

Research into applicants' legal and professional situation may be necessary 
in order to understand the functioning of the patent system in Spain. For 
example, in aH the periods studied, technologies were largely registered by 
individual patentees instead of by two or more inventors or corporate 
applicants . However, this tendency decreased over time, since at the end 
of the eighteenth century, 90 per cent of patents belonged to individuals; 
between 1826 and 1878 this figure dropped to 79 per cent, and between 
1878 and 1907 to 72 per cent, while collective and company applications 
increased slightly. We mention shared patents because, although legally 
they do not come from a society, we have discovered that sometimes they 
are related to firms or corporations which prefer patents to be registered 
with the names of individuals or partners (avoiding, for example, embargo 
in case of bankruptcy); or, in other cases, we find that this is a preliminary 
step in forming a company that will later receive the patent. At any rate, 
coHective registrations indicate sorne type of previous collaboration or 
association between inventors or manufacturers - although not strictly 
mercantile - which suggest the necessity of separating them from individ
ual patents and bringing them closer to the corporate world. 

Table 4 Legal status of patent applicants: Spain 1770-1907 

Spaniards 

One individual Two or more Corporations 
individuaLs 

(a) (b) (e) 
% % % 

1770-1826 88.1 6.8 5.1 
1826-1850 76.6 11.2 12.1 
1851-1878 80.4 9.8 9.7 
1878-1907 78.3 7.6 14.2 

Foreigners 

One individual Two or more Corporations 
individuaLs 

(a) (b) (e) 
% % % 

1770-1826 95.0 5.0 
1826-]850 84.1 12.] 3.7 
1851-1878 79.0 13.6 7.4 
1878-1907 68.0 13.0 18.9 

SOUTce: See Table 2. 

Patents 

59 
569 

1,942 
17,115 

Patents 

20 
321 

2,302 
25,197 

As seen in Table 4, if patents are broken down by the applicant's nationality 
in order to analyse his legal status, with minor differences, Spanish and 
foreign patentees' behaviour was basically the same. Before 1850, the 
predominance ofindividuals was total in both groups (even greater among 
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foreign inventors), percentages were similar in shared patents, and 
corporate applications, especially foreign , were rare.38 The situation 
remained the same half-way through the nineteenth century, with 80 per 
cent of individual applications in both groups and collective and corporate 
patents not far behind. However, between 1878 and 1907 certain changes 
carne about as a result of the increase of non-resident records. Among 
Spanish nationals, the individual patent predominated at 78.3 per cent, 
while corporate patents increased to 14 per cent; but among foreigners 
this tendency was more pronounced, with individual patents dropping to 
68 per cent, and collective (13 per cent) and corporate patents (19 per 
cent) increasing, clearly reflecting the greater role of companies in 
technological activities in developed countries. But, in general, thelegal 
status of applicants shows a patent system mainly used by individuals, 
especially in the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, and up until 
the twentieth century with Spanish applicants. The predominance of 
individual patents was general in the rest of Europe and the USA at least 
until 1850, but in Spain this situation was prolonged, due to the technical 
level of the country, economic lag and scarcity of qualified workers, which 
made viable the development and implementation of simple technologies, 
easy to exploit, already tested abroad and which did not require large 
investments. Many of these inventions or introductions were the result of 
personal research and of modifications of existing technology, in small 
workshops, based on practical experience and direct contact with produc
tion processes; a phenomenon which changed in Europe from 1870 on. In 
the last quarter of the nineteenth century, during the transition to the new 
manufacturing paradigm of the second industrial revolution, both the 
complexity of technological systems and the necessity of investment in 
research and development were progressively increased, which required 
concentrations of capital only available through societies and firms. 

This panorama becomes clear if we loo k at other socio-economic and 
professional factors pertaining to individual patent applicants, informa
tion not always clearly expressed, but which we were able to reconstruct in 
many cases thanks to direct work with the patent documents. Concretely, 
we obtained valuable data on the social and professional conditions of over 
half of the individual applicants for privileges previous to 1826, for 64 per 
cent from that date until 1850, 76 per cent between 1851 and 1878, and 
just 25 per cent for individual patents registered between 1878 and 1907, 
which gives us a sample of 12,330 inventions. We must not lose sight of the 
fact that the patentee himselfmentioned his profession or social affiliation 
whenever he filled out applications, which in sorne cases were not explicit 
enough (such as 'owner', 'capitalist' or 'trader' ) but after careful study of 
the more obscure terms,39 we are able to offer a classification into four 
major groups according to the economic activity of the applicant: a) civil 
servants, which includes low-Ievel clerks, high-Ievel appointments, lawyers, 
military officers, university professors or technicians working in an 
administrative position; b) liberal professionals and qualified tech
nicians, such as lawyers (many), engineers, architects, doctors, pharma-
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cists, physicists, chemists, notaries, directors, designers, professors, etc., 
self-employed or not, always emphasizing their academic title; c) entrepre
neurs, manufacturers, businessmen, master craftsmen, craftsmen and 
salesmen; and d) others, that is, a heterogeneous group including unskil!ed 
and semi-qualified labourers, nobility, students, housewives, etc. 

Table 5 Socio-professional situation of individual patent applicants: 
Spain 1770-1907 

Spaniards 

Civil servants Liberal Manufaeturers, Others Patents 
professionals, salesmen, 

qualified craftsmen, 
teehnieians etc. 

(a) (b) (e) (d) 
% % % % 

1770-1826 17.6 17.6 58.8 5.9 34* 
1826--1850 15.7 15.4 66.9 2.1 332* 
1851-1878 10.1 17.9 69.8 2.3 1,528* 
1878-1907 11.9 27.3 54.6 6.2 5,145* 

Foreigners 

Civil servants Liberal Manufaeturers, Others Patents 
Professionals, salesmen, 

qualified craftsmen, 
teehnieians etc. 

(a) (b) (e) (d) 
% % % % 

1770-1826 16.7 16.7 66.7 6* 
1826--1850 9.2 37.0 5l.6 2.2 184* 
1851-1878 5.1 45.8 47.3 l.8 1,420* 
1878-1907 6.7 62.2 25.5 5.6 3,681 * 

* Calculations were made based on an average of 31 per cent of individual 
patents between 1770 and 1907. The rest indicated no profession. We have 
expressly excluded corporate patents.40 

SO'UTce: See Table 2. 

In general, if we join the results of al! the periods studied, the group made 
up of manufacturers, businessmen, salesmen, craftsmen, etc. is the largest 
(with almost 50 per cent of al! applications), followed by liberal profes
sionals and technicians (38.5 per cent) and administrators Uust over 9 per 
cen t), which indicates that the patent system was used primarily by those 
directly related to production processes, over and aboye skil!ed workers. 
But when we cross these data with those of the applicants' nationality, we 
see in Table 5 that percentages of the different socio-professional groups 
vary according to whether they were nationals or foreigners. Aside from the 
privileges extended before 1826, where the figures are similar regardless 
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of nationality, sorne interesting differences can be noted during the 
remaining periods. Among national applicants, group c) predominates with 
between 54 and 69 per cent of regisu"ations by all sorts of craftsmen, small 
manufacturers, salesmen and businessmen, even after 1878. However, there 
were very few qualified technicians represented before 1878 (between 15 
and 18 per cent of patents) and among them engineers, who hardly 
appeared befo re 1850, although their presence increased from 1851 to 
1907 (especially after 1878), becoming the most populous category in 
group b). In any case, compared to the group of manufacturers, etc., 
Spanish technicians were always in the minority - although from 1878 to 
1907 their presence increased to 27 per cent - which is perfectly under
standable in light of tl1e tardiness of specialized training centres (the first 
industrial engineering schools, for example, were not founded until the 
second half of the century). Witl1 respect to administrators, their presence 
was also minor, especia11y after 1850; applicants with scientific or technical 
qualifications (engineers, university professors, etc.) were also scarce; and 
with respect to other groups, the presence of wage earners was also very 
low throughout the periods studied. We return, therefore, to the idea that 
the national innovation process was backed by sma11 workshops and 
factories, with simple techniques, modifying or introducing foreign 
technology, with technical ski11s based on practical experience more than 
technical training - learning by doing and learning by using"l - which 
leads us to insist on the idea of gradual, rather than radical, technological 
advances, demand-driven by production processes themselves. 

The use of the patent system by craftsmen, master craftsmen and sma11 
manufacturers without scientific qualification but with technical and 
practical training also occurred in pioneering countries such as the VK, 
where this type of applicant was common before 1850; however, unlike in 
Spain, the presence of engineers continued to increase from 1830 on, and 
aboye a11, in tl1e second half of the nineteenth century, when, together 
with companies, they took over inventive and innovative activity.42 Sorne of 
this can be seen among the foreigners who patented in Spain, as seen in 
Table 5, since producers, businessmen, etc., made up the majority of 
patent-seekers before 1850, but engineers and skilled technicians became 
the most important group after 1878, while administrators and other 
professionals were scarce. Between 1826 and 1878, the proportion of 
workers witl1 scientific training was between 37 and 46 per cent of foreign 
applicants (always more than that of nationals), most of them being 
engineers, which reveals the technical quality and complexity of the 
inventions registe red, aboye that of nationals; however, during the same 
period, among the members of group c), we find that small businessmen, 
craftsmen, master craftsmen and salesmen predominate (47-51 per cent) , 
insisting on the role of the practical training of this group in the transfer 
of technology in the early stages of European industrialization. Between 
1878 and 1907 this model clearly changed; although the presence of 
professionals from group c) with Spanish patents was still significant (25.5 
per cent), it decreased in proportion to the ' gains made by qualified 
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workers (especially engineers), which grew to 62.2 per cent. Hence, crafts
men and smaIl manufacturers were no longer predominant, being replaced 
by technicians and 'scientists, not only asking for patents themselves, but 
also working in the implementation departments of large manufacturing 
and business corporations, who appropriated the results and were the 
owners of the patents. Once again we see here the innovation model of the 
second industrial revolution. 

PATENTS AND STRUCTURE OF THE SPANISH ECONOMY 

One of the problems with using patent series is their sectorial cIassification 
in order to trace the distribution of inventive and innovative activity within 
a specific economy. The usual approach, originated by J. Schmookler, 
consists of grouping the inventions according to the sector in which the 
new technology makes its impact; that is, where productivity would tend to 
increase with the implementation of that invention.4~ However, as 
Schmookler himself immediately realized, and other authors have continued 
to point out,44 the fundamental problem is the inability to cIassify certain 
inventions, since they impact several industries or sectors; for example, 
advances in the steam engine. In spite of these problems, we have decided 
to cIassify the Spanish patents using the same system, but combining it with 
the technical criteria used in the International Patent Classification,45 
since Spanish documents have not been officiaIly cIassified for dates 
previous to 1968. On the one hand, we have had the advantage ofworking 
directIy with the descriptions and plans of the inventions, and, on the 
other, the disadvantage of having lesser technical knowledge than 
engineers specialized in cIassifying patents. However, before 1880, 
registered technologies were sufficiently available and simple enough to 
guarantee a high level of quality in this cIassification, and aIthough after 
that date the technologies became more complicated, a general approach 
towards large technical and industrial groups, without the minute detail 
pursued by those examiners, has facilitated our work.46 We have consis
tentIy attempted to assign each registered technology to the sector most 
likely to use it, but when it becomes cIear that it has a multisectorial 
application, we have cIassified it in the generic group of machinery and 
equipment. That is, if a patent supposes an advance in a steam engine 
adapted to navigation or railways, we cIassify it in those sectors, but if it is 
a general improvement valid for any and all implementations, we incIude 
it in machinery and equipment, independently of the fact that all these 
inventions belong to the same technological section of the international 
cIassification WIPO. We are well aware that it is not a perfect procedure 
but also that, by using it, we can, at least, make our first observations on 
the sectorial structure of investment in new technologies in Spain. 
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Table 6 Distribution of patent applications according to economic activities: 
Spain 1770-1907 

Sectors 1770- 1826- 1851- 1878- 1770-
1826 1850 1878 1907 1907 

% % % % % 
Machinery and equipment 15.2 10.9 13.4 19.2 18.5 
Services 7.6 7.1 9.4 13.4 12.9 
Textile 10.1 14.5 12.7 12.0 12.1 
Food, beverages and tobacco 21.5 15.4 11.6 9.9 10.2 
Chemical 19.0 11.1 8.5 6.8 7.1 
Basic metals 3.8 11.9 8.2 5.0 5.4 
Electricity 0.1 0.5 5.2 4.7 
Construction 6.0 5.4 3.8 4.0 
Paper and graphic arts 3.8 4.5 4.1 3.9 4.0 
Railway 1.6 4.9 3.6 3.7 
Arms industry 0.5 3.7 3.7 3.6 
Gas and lighting 2.6 4.2 3.1 3.2 
Non-rail transpon 2.5 2.1 1.9 2.8 2.7 
Agriculture and cattle farming 6.3 1.1 1.6 2.0 l.9 
Sea transpon and ports 3.8 3.5 2.3 1.8 l.9 
Mining and coal 1.3 4.2 4.2 l.3 l.6 
Lumber industry 5.1 2.5 l.8 l.l l.2 
Communications 0.3 1.2 l.l l.l 
Aeronautics 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 
TOTAL PATENTS 79 888* 4,229* 42 ,103* 47,299* 

* The calculations are based on 99.5 per cent of the patents studied. The 
remainder was unclassifiable. 

Source: See Table 2. 

As seen in Table 6, throughout the period studied, more than 80 per cent 
of the patents are concentrated in ten activity sectors, which, with few 
exceptions and changes in order, are basically the same. During the 
nineteenth century, therefore, a common pattem of investment in new 
technology is maintained, beyond obvious alterations due to the nature of 
technique itself or to the process of economic growth. So, the objects 
patented pointed to leading sectors - technologically speaking - which 
caused no surprise during a modemization process, even in such an 
underdeveloped country as Spain. That is the case of the textile industry, 
with an average of 12 per cent of related inventions, situated from the 
beginning of the nineteenth century firmly in the top two or three positions; 
the basic metals industry with 5.4 per cent but even greater befo re 1878; or 
even the machinery and mechanical construction industries, evidently 
linked to the latter and progressively increasing in participation, especially 
during the second industrial revolution, becoming the most important 
(18 per cent). However, it is significant that many patents refer to activities 
which, theoretically, are not normally considered innovative during the early 
stages of industrialization, such as advances in the services sector,47 whose 
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presence increased constantly to make up almost 13 per cent of all patents; 
innovations in the food , beverage and tobacco industries,48 which while 
losing points throughout the century, stabilized at 10.2 per cent; discoveries 
related to chemical production,49 which descended slowly to an average of 
7.1 per cent; or even patents connected to the construction sector50 or the 
paper and graphic arts industry, with 4 per cent each. 

We know that the cotton textile industry, basically Catalonian, began its 
expansion and mechanization very early, rapidly organizing factory 
production and becoming the most innovative and advanced industry in 
the country.51 It is also well known that the basic metals industry went 
through its first modernization period before 1850 in Andalusia, and after 
this date, in the north , especially in the Basque Country with a strong 
specialization in the sector after 1881.52 The development of the machin
ery and equipment industry was much slower during the first three
quaners of the nineteenth century and was linked to the existence of 
repair shops for relatively simple machinery (such as water pumps, 
primary motors, steam engines, boilers, furnaces, transmissions, turbines, 
basic machine-tools, etc.) and located around large cities such as Madrid, 
Barcelona, Bilbao, Valencia and Zaragoza, where between 1880 and 1930 
severallarge factories and companies were founded. 53 However, the food, 
construction, basic services and chemical (before 1875) sectors were more 
dispersed across the Spanish geography - although always connected to 
Madrid and the principal port cities - with smaller production units -
often somewhere between mass-produced and handcrafted - and with 
uncomplicated techniques. In spite of this, and less well known to historians, 
they weighed heavily in Spanish economic growth.54 This phenomenon is 
not exclusive to undeveloped countries, since, for example in the UK, 
between 1711 and 1850, sorne researchers have found patented inventive 
activity not normally associated with technological change,55 although in 
the case of latecomers, this industrialization or protoindustrialization 
spread across non-Ieading sectors could be much more important for their 
model of growth and modernization than it was in pioneering nations. 

Finally, we would like to point out that inventive activity in other areas 
was especially relevant in specific periods, such as the 5 per cent of railway 
patents between 1851 and 1878 demonstrates, coinciding with the laying 
down of the tracks; or the 4.2 per cent corresponding to mining, coal and 
the gas industries in the moment of greater activity in these sectors. It is 
probable that sorne sectors, in which technology could be a fundamental 
factor, such as railways and mining, were under-represented in the patent 
system, which could be explained by the especial conditions surrounding 
its expansion since, in both cases, governmental permission was necessary 
in order to implement the exploitation, they required large capital invest
ments (mostly foreign) and were totally dependent on foreign innovation. 
In this context of Iimiting any competition, it is not surprising that much 
machinery was imponed directly without being registered in Spain.56 

Moreover, patents in the e1ectric industry were significant during the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century (5.2 per cent), coinciding with the 
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growth of the new energy sector during the second European industrial 
revolution, in which, in general, new technological trajectories were 
established in many industries and sectors, such as the manufacture of 
machinery and equipment, where ever more complex machine-tools were 
being produced; in the birth of the great chemical industry, with certain 
important factories founded in Spain such as the production of explosives, 
caustic soda, etc;57 in activities tied to the services sector with new 
industrial branches, such as photography; in highway transport, with the 
development of the internal combustion engine; or in the arms industry 
with successive inventions which in turn opened up new paths of techno
logical development. On the other hand, patents related to agriculture, 
fishing, cattle farming, lumber, communications, navigation and transport 
systems in general, have always been scarce. 

Table 7 Percentages of foreign technology (foreign patents plus Spanish 
introduction patents) in different economic sectors: Spain, 1770-1907 

Seclors 1770-1878 1878-1907 1770-1907 
(a) (b) (e) (b-a) 

% % % % 
Communications 74.5 83.8 82.8 9.3 
Basic metals 74.1 83.9 82.2 9.8 
Arms industry 68.8 81.9 80.7 13.1 
Electricity 100.0 78.2 78.4 -21.8 
Railway 82.3 77.3 77.9 -5.0 
Mining and coa! 73.0 75.0 74.4 2.0 
Chemical 62.9 74.7 73.0 11.8 
Non-rail transport 53.0 74.3 72.6 21.3 
Gas and lighting 77.9 70.0 71.1 -7.9 
Machinery and equipment 60.1 71.6 70.8 11.5 
Sea transport and ports 62.1 70.3 69.1 8.2 
Lumber industry 68.6 64.9 65.6 - 3.7 
Food, beverage and tobacco 61.2 65.0 64.5 3.8 
Textile 68.0 62.9 63.5 -5.1 
Paper and graphic arts 52.8 59.4 58.6 6.6 
Construction 61.7 56.8 57.5 -4.9 
Aeronautics 28.6 58.6 54.5 30.0 
Services 48.9 52.9 52.6 4.0 
Agriculture and cattle farming 42.9 50.2 49.5 7.3 
TOTAL PATENTS 64.0 67.7 67.3 3.7 

Source: See Table 2. 

Even more interesting than the distribution of patents is to discover how 
the presence of foreign technology was structured in the different 
sectors.58 By skimming Table 7, we can see tllat dependence on foreign 
innovations was well aboye average in the basic, heavy sectors - with more 
scientific or technical complexity - and those which required heavier 
investments in research and development, such as metals, railway, arms, 
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mining, energy (gas and electricity), communications, or (after 1878) the 
chemical industry, machinery and equipment or shipping. On the other 
hand, in sectors such ' as consumer goods, technologically simpler and 
requiring less capital, the percentages ofinventions and national technical 
developments were greater, such as agriculture and animal husbandry, 
food industry, services sector, construction, paper, lumber and even the 
textile industry. Moreover, we observe that in the last quarter of the 
century, dependence on foreign technology increased considerably in 
almost all sectors, especially heavy industry, which once again is a clear 
indication of technological expansion during the second industrial revolu
tion and of the massive arrival of patent applications from abroad. In sorne 
industries, such as chemicals or machinery and equipment, the national 
innovation processes were aboye average before the Restoration, due, as 
already explained, to the fact that much production was carried out in 
small cottage industries or workshops throughout the country with simple 
technologies; but the path towards corporate structures and more complex 
production, as a consequence of the new technological trajectories opened 
up during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, increased its depen
dence. Among the sectors which experienced a slight decrease in foreign 
technology after 1878 (although without completely losing their depen
dence) were railways, in which the protectionist turn, substituting imports 
for national production, began to have its effe cts , and industries such as 
gas or textiles, more closely tied to the first industrial revolution. In 
summary, we can deduce that there was a dual technological structure, 
with national invention and innovation concentrated in the consumer 
goods sector, less capital-intensive and with less-complex technologies; 
while the large infrastructures and intermediate sectors depended almost 
completely on the transfer of foreign technology. 

EFFECTIVENESS AND DURATION OF PATENTS 

The last point to be analysed in this study is the obligatory implementation 
of patents and the expiration dates of technology monopolies, both of 
which could reveal qualitative information on the efficiency of the system 
in promoting innovation and its real impact on the economy. As seen in 
Table 1, Spanish legislation has always stated that patented inventions must 
be exploited, that is, applied to the production system, or that patent 
would expire. The patentee had one year to put it into practice between 
1826 and 1878, two between 1878 and 1902, and three years between 1902 
and 1907, after which they would lose the monopoly, and the technical 
information would belong to the public domain. Between 1826 and 1835 
the Administration did not consistently enforce this requirement, but in 
the mid-1830s, then even more between 1849 and 1878, the government 
intervened actively to block invention and introduction patents which 
were left unimplemented. Once the patentee turned in his application, 
the Administration sent a delegate with a public clerk who witnessed the 
practice, and later reported the results, which were submitted to the Reales 
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juntas de Agricultura, Industria y Comercio, a regional institution, or to the 
Real Conservatorio de Artes y Oficios (the Patent Office) in Madrid; organiza
tions which, in addition, could commission experts to ensure that patents 
were being exploited. The controls were rigorous, requiring national 
production, and not just importing the technology or the product, 
although sometimes it was sufficient proof to see the invention function
ing, especialIy when it was technology which could not be manufactured in 
Spain. In any case, a detailed study of the implementation files 
demonstrates that documentation in this period was very reliable, enough 
to give us a clear impression of the degree to which patents led to innova
tion processes, regardless of whether they were based on imported 
techniques, whether they were later diffused, or whether or not they had a 
great impact on the economy.59 

The laws of 1878 and 1902 continued to require proof of exploitation, 
but the justification system was simplified. First, the Conservatory delegated 
an engineer to test the implementation of the patent, and later any 
industrial engineer contracted by the patentee. In both cases, pos"ting the 
certificate, without notarization or later examinations, was sufficient for 
the renovation of the patento That did not necessarily mean that the 
requirements were easier, but the analysis of documentation shows that, in 
many cases, engineers' certificates were very vague, referring to 'sufficient 
means' for the exploitation of a technology or the same workshops were 
mentioned time and again in relation to the implementation of the 
inventions, which indicates the relaxation of the system. However, there 
are many cases of truthful rendering of correct practices, and after 1878, 
expiration due to lack of implementation continued to be the main cause, 
which means that, to a certain degree, exploitation requirements contin
ued to function as an important filter. 

Once these requirements were met, the duration of the patent becomes 
the other important consideration in assessing the economic impact of the 
patent, supposing that its greater length and cost was a consequence of 
reasonable expectation of profit from the innovation which made it attrac
tive to continue fighting off competitors. This type of information can 
be obtained from the study of initial and renovation fees paid by the appli
cant to maintain exclusives rights, which as previously explained, were paid 
in advance between 1826 and 1878 after choosing the expiration date 
(5, lOor 15 years) , and between 1878 and 1907 were paid annually for a 
maximum of 20 years (except for patents of introduction with a limit of 
five years) . Therefore, between 1826 and 1878, confidence in the inno
vation's potential had to be ca1culated before taking out the patent, which 
produces a certain distortion, although we suppose that, since the five-year 
invention patents could be renewed for another five years, applying 
directly for a 10- or 15-year patent indicates more confidence in the 
invention's possibilities. After 1878, however, it was much easier for patent
ees to abandon an unprofitable invention simply by not paying the fee, 
which we suppose occurred when the monopoly costs were greater than 
profits obtained. 
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Table 8 Patent implementation and monopoly duration: Spain 1826-1907 

1826-1878 

PATENTS Imple- Non- Effective- Duration Duration Persistence 
mented imPle- ness 5 years >5 years index* 

mented index* 
% % % % 

AVERAGE FOR SPAlN 25.6 74.4 l.00 90.8 9.2 l.00 

Nationals 34.7 65.3 l.36 89.1 10.9 1.18 
Foreigners 16.5 83.5 0.64 92.6 7.4 0.80 

Invention 23.3 76.7 0.91 88.2 1l.8 l.28 
Introduction 33.4 66.7 l.30 100.0 0.0 0.00 

Residents 33.0 67.0 l.29 89.3 10.7 1.16 
on-residents 12.6 87.4 0.49 93.5 6.5 0.71 

Individuals 24.6 75.4 0.96 90.9 9.1 0.99 
Two or more individuals 22.9 77.1 0.89 9l.6 8.4 0.91 
Corporations 39.1 60.9 1.53 88.4 11.6 l.26 

Civil servan ts 26.6 73.4 1.04 89.8 10.2 1.11 
Technicians, etc. 23.4 76.6 0.91 86.9 13.1 l.42 
Manufacturers, etc. 30.9 69 .1 1.21 90.6 9.4 l.02 

Machinery / Equipmen t 23.3 76.7 0.91 89.3 10.7 1.16 
Services 23.3 46.7 0.91 94.0 6.0 0.65 
Textile 35.7 64.3 l.39 92.5 7.8 0.85 
Food, beverage, etc. 25.5 74.5 l.00 88.4 11.6 1.26 
Chemical 28.6 7l.4 1.12 90.6 9.4 1.02 
Basic metals 26.2 73.8 l.02 89.0 11 .0 l.20 
Electrici ty 9.1 90.9 0.36 100.0 0.0 0.00 
Construction 3l.5 68.5 l.23 88.0 12.0 l.30 
Paper and graphic arts 24.3 75.7 0.9.5 90.2 9.8 l.07 
Railway 12.0 88.0 0.47 92.6 7.4 0.80 

1878-1907 . 

PATENTS Imple- Non- Effective- Duration Duration Persistence 
mented imple- ness 5 years >5 years index* 

mented index* 
% % % % 

AVERAGE FOR SPAlN 28.3 7l.7 l.00 87.8 12.2 1.00 

Nationals 22.0 78.0 0.78 93.0 7.0 0.57 
Foreigners 32.7 67.3 1.16 84.3 15.7 1.29 

Invention 28.0 72.0 0.99 85.4 14.6 l.20 
Introduction 28.3 7l.7 l.00 100.0 0.0 0.00 

cont. 
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1878-1907 (cont.) 

PATENTS Imple
mented 

Non
imple
mented 

EJJectiv{}- Duration Duration Persistence 
ness 5 years >5 years index* 

index* 
% % % % 

Residents 22.4 77.6 0.79 92.8 7.2 0.59 
Non-residents 32.9 67.1 1.16 84.1 15.9 1.30 

Individuals 25.8 74.2 0.91 89.1 10.9 0.89 
Two or more individuals 26.3 73.7 0.93 89.1 10.9 0.89 
Corporations 40.2 59.8 1.42 81.8 18.2 1.49 

Civil servants 24.3 75.7 0.86 89.8 10.2 0.84 
Technicians, etc. 32.9 67.1 1.16 84.1 15.9 1.30 
Manufacturers, etc. 31.5 68.5 1.11 86.8 13.2 1.08 

Machinery /Equipment 28.3 71.7 1.00 87.2 12.8 1.05 
Services 19.7 80.3 0.70 92.6 7.4 0.61 
Textile 28.1 71.9 0.99 89.2 10.8 0.89 
Food, beverage, etc. 28.1 71.9 0.99 88.5 11.5 0.94 
Chemical 33.2 66.8 1.17 85.9 14.1 1.16 
Basic metals 35.5 64.5 1.25 84.3 15.7 1.29 
Electricity 34.7 65.3 1.23 85.2 14.8 1.21 
Construction 27.7 72.3 0.98 89.8 10.2 0.84 
Paper and graphic arts 26.8 73.2 0.95 88.8 11.2 0.92 
Railway 29.9 70.1 1.06 86.0 14.0 1.15 

* The effectiveness index is the quotient of the percentage of patents 
implemented in each category aboye the national average. So, the persistence 
index is the quotient of the percentage of patents greater than five years in each 
category aboye the national average. 

Soune: See Table 2. 

As seen in Table 8, between 1826 and 1907 only 25-8 per cent of registered 
patents were implemented, and although that does not mean that those 
which were not approved did not eventually take part in innovative 
processes, we can affirrn that 75 per cent of registered inventions lost their 
monopoly rights within three years, transferring that technical information 
to the public domain. Moreover, if we observe duration data for the entire 
period studied, we see that approximately 88-91 per cent of all patents had 
expired within five years; that is, only 10 per cent of patents were 
maintained longer than five years, and theoretically, had a consistent 
impact on the economy. This also means that many 'officially' implemented 
patents were abandoned after two or three years, probably due to lack of 
profits or just because they had not become real innovations. In general, 
only 4 per cent lasted 10 years, and less than 2 per cent lasted an average of 
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15 years during the nineteenth century, which appears to indicate that the 
real economic impact of patents in Spain was, at most, short-term. 

Crossing these data with the different categories analysed throughout 
the work in an attempt to discover which factors could influence the 
implementation and duration of patents, we would like to point out, first, 
the existence of !:wo cIearly different periods in the use and functioning of 
the system. Through the analysis of the 'effectiveness' and 'persistence' 
indexes found in Table 8, we see that during the first three-quarters of the 
nineteenth century, national patents were implemented more often than 
foreign ones, those of residents more often than non-residents, introduc
tion patents were more successful than invention patents, enterprises 
more than individuals, and manufacturers and craftsmen more than any 
other profession. With respect to the economic sectors with greater patent 
implementation before 1878, consumer goods, such as the textile industry, 
construction, food, and simple chemical production appeared to be the 
most successful. The ideal applicant, therefore, would be a Spanish 
manufacturer, company or craftsman, in charge of an industrial shop 
dedicated to producing final products, for example textiles, in direct 
contact with the production system, cautiously applying for introduction 
patents based on previously tested foreign technologies, living in Catalonia 
or another well-connected port city. Similar conditions prevail when the 
patent is extended beyond five years, with the obvious exception of those 
with the built-in time-limit. However, worth noting is that technicians, 
engineers and qualified professionals tended to solicit long-term patents, 
undoubtedly demonstrating extreme persistence and confidence in their 
inventions as opposed to the beIow-average effectiveness index assigned to 
them and the maximizing of costs and profits by craftsmen and entrepre
neurs. In those sectors where patents has a longer-than-average duration, 
construction and the food industry stand out, together with heavier 
industries, such as basic metals and machinery and equipment - in which 
the type of technology employed would take time to write off60 - and 
patents were more short-term in the textile industry or the services sector. 

But if we focus on the last quarter of the nineteenth century and the 
beginning of the twentieth century, the most influential factors leading to 
implementation or in the duration of the patent were substantially differ
ent from earlier periods. So, for example, after 1878, foreign patentees 
were more effective than domes tic ones, and non-residents' patentees 
more than resident ones. Companies continued being more successful 
with innovations than individuals, but engineers and technicians had 
increased their effectiveness even surpassing the leveI reached by manufac
turers and entrepreneurs. Additionally, the sectors with greater success in 
obtaining innovations from patents were those of heavy industry, marked 
by the technqlogies of the second industrial revolution, such as basic 
metals, electricity, railways, chemicals or machinery and equipment, with 
consumer industries falling below average. Now the most successful 
applicant in attaining patents has become an industrial firm, a non
resident foreign engineer or a manufacturer, who sought patents of 
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invention for complex technological advances in basic industries. 
Moreover, the factors cited were the same for the longer-than-average 
protections. At the end of the nineteenth century, therefore, inventive and 
innovate activity in the Spanish patent system had acquired features typical 
of the second industrial revolution model, with greater participation in an 
international superstructure c10sely linked to the recently emerging 
technological paradigm, in which new technological systems were forged 
and domes tic impetus was at a minimum. 

CONCLUSION 

This study has attempted to carry out an in-depth analysis of the develop
ment of inventive and innovative activity in Spain during the first industri
alization process in the country, using information found in the patent 
system. It is well known that this is an imperfect indicator and entails 
several problems, but due, among other things, to its historical availability, 
we consider it to be an interesting so urce for tracing the direction and 
characteristics of investment in new technologies. To accomplish this, we 
studied the institutional and legal considerations surrounding industrial 
property, where we observed that Spain organized a hybrid system of 
protection which maintained, for almost two centuries, the early French 
tradition. We call this hybrid because, although it protected original 
inventors, since it respected priority rights, issued long-term patents and 
prosecuted fraud, it also promoted the recording and implementation of 
third-party technologies in the country through patents of introduction, 
the concession without a technical or novelty examination and the obliga
tion to exploit the invention within national territory. That is, there was an 
attempt to combine respect for intellectual property with the practical 
policy of facilitating innovation processes in order to favour industrial 
development and compensating a backward economy, which was not very 
different from other follower or latecomer countries for most of the 
nineteenth century. So in the same way that protectionism was a 
fundamental growth strategy for many countries, permissiveness in 
allowing the introduction and imitation offoreign technologies could also 
have played an important role in the processes of modernization of several 
countries, while economic theory praises, at the same time, the benefits of 
free trade and tl10se of intellectual property rights. 

The detailed analysis of statistics and documentation of patents between 
1770 and 1907 permits the characterization of the system and points out, 
above all, the strong and increasing dependence on foreign technology, 
which coincides with the general impression of historians specialized in 
innovation processes in Spain. We see that the direct participation of 
foreign applicants between 1851 and 1878 was over 50 per cent and contin
ued to increase during the final quarter of the nineteenth century, which, 
together with tl1e existence of Spanish patents of introduction, was an 
imposing percentage of foreign technologies, c10se to 70 per cent. 
Moreover, individual petitions were more numerous than those of 
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companies and firrns, and most applicants were master craftsmen, crafts
men, manufacturers and businessmen in charge of small-scale produc
tions, while qualified professionals and engineers were scarce before 1878 
(although they increased their participation after that year), which in 
general indicates fairly simple technologies and demand-driven incremental 
innovations. On the other hand, on examining the places of residence of 
resident inventors (sorne of which were foreigners before 1878) , we 
observe inventive and innovative activity closely related to the process of 
formation and integration of the Spanish market, confirming K Sokoloff's 
classic hypothesis, and, once again, the influence of demand forces. The 
distribution of patents according to different economic sectors reinforces 
this impression, since the principal users of the system, together with 
industries normally associated with processes of technical changes (textile, 
metal, etc.), were a large group ofproductive activities related to the food, 
beverage and tobacco industries, the services sector or construction, 
closely related to consumption and responding quickly to market 
conditions. It was in these sectors that domes tic inventive activity was 
concentrated, while foreign presence was close to 80 per cent in infrastruc
ture and heavy industry. 

However, this general impression of the patent system must be qualified. 
Throughout the study we have found interesting differences in the function
ing and utilization of industrial property in the first three-quarters of the 
nineteenth century, in contrast to the final periodo So, for example, between 
1878 and 1907, the most outstanding characteristics began to crystallize - see 
the presence of non-resident foreigners in the system - while others were 
revived and transforrned, such as the important increase in participation of 
companies and engineers as recipients of patents or the tremendous 
advances with respect to machinery and equipment industries. This 
avalanche of applications by non-resident foreigners was due, in addition to 
the demand forces of the Spanish market and to institutional changes, to 
international patent strategies in the global technology market, which, to a 
degree, could clearly be thought of as a supply-side conditioned factor, at 
least in a scientifically backward country at the moment of the birth of a new 
technological paradigm. The analysis of data with respect to the implemen
tation and duration of patents confirms the duality of the system befo re and 
after 1878, pointing out that during the first three-quarters of the century, the 
most effective and persistent applicants were domes tic, residents, craftsmen 
or manufacturers who solicited consumer-related patents of introduction, 
while between 1878 and 1907, just the opposite occurred; that is, non
resident foreigners, engineers and technicians were more effective in 
implementing the patents and retaining the monopoly of complex technolo
gies in heavy industry. The firms were always more effective and persistent 
than individual applicants. Although demand forces and incremental innova
tions from learning by doing - or using - governed the patent system before 
1878, after that date, we must take into account radical patents that opened 
new technological trajectories (electricity, combustion engines, etc.) and 
foreign-induced supply and availability of techniques and energies. 
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